My assigned topic in this paper is leadership and institutions and how we might improve both in rural America. However, a felt obligation to be fair to the reader (or listener) compels me to begin with a disclaimer. I like to think that I know something about institutions; I may know something about leadership, which is the trickier topic. But I cannot claim to know a great deal about rural America. Or perhaps I should say: I cannot claim to know a great deal about the parts of rural America that are probably of most concern to the participants in this conference.

Let me explain. Like many of those participants, I have spent much of my professional life studying economic development in rural parts of the United States. But unlike most of them—at least so I imagine—I have spent virtually all of that time looking at a distinctive set of cases: American Indian nations. The question that has organized much of my research energy and consulting work over the last ten to 15 years has been a rather simple but specialized one: why are some American Indian nations better at economic development than others? It is a straightforward question that has turned out to have some interestingly complex answers.

You may wonder, however, just what relevance Indian reservation economic development has for rural economic development more generally. After all, the focus of this conference is not Indian country, except to the extent that most of Indian country is both rural and poor. In fact, to some people, Indian reservations seem as if they are not really part of rural America at all but constitute another country altogether. I expect that a fair number of people think that much of what applies in the rest of rural America probably doesn’t apply on American Indian reservations, and vice versa. What might a student of reservation economic development have to offer at a conference such as this?

If that’s what you’re thinking, you’ve echoed certain of my own thoughts, some months ago, when Larry Meeker of the Federal Reserve Bank in Kansas City first asked me to write this paper. Indeed, that’s basically what I said to Larry: what do I know about economic development in rural America? I study development on Indian reservations, including some that aren’t even rural.

It took Larry a couple of tries to persuade me that there might be lessons in what I and my colleagues have learned about economic development on American Indian reservations, lessons that might be helpful in other, non-Indian, development situations. But Larry has read the work we’ve done; he thinks about these things a lot; and if he was convinced, then I had to figure there might be something to it. So here I am. But there’s a buyer beware clause in here: if I have any demonstrated expertise, it is not on rural development per se but on Indian reservation development. I’ve come around to Larry’s viewpoint, but you will have to be the judges of whether or not I’m right. What I can do in this paper is tell you what I and my colleagues in this...
work have seen and learned and identify the more
general significance that—in my naiveté—I think I
can draw from our work. But ultimately, I do not
know enough to tell just where you might find help-
ful resonances or "aha!" moments. You'll have to
decide that for yourselves.

In what follows I'm going to do several things.
First, I want to explore rather briefly the general top-
ics of leadership and institutions and the role they
play in economic development. Second, I am going
to examine some of the most remarkable develop-
ment stories currently being put together in rural
America—or anywhere else, for that matter—sto-
ties that are transforming some of the poorest com-
"ities in the country into, if not economic
powerhouses, at least viable, economically produc-
tive, hopeful places. And third, I am going to try to
mine those stories for lessons about leadership and
institutions that may be helpful to the development
effort in other parts of the rural United States.

One thing I cannot do, however, here or anywhere
else: evaluate the current state of leadership and
institutions in rural America. This is simply beyond
both my expertise and my research resources.

LEADERSHIP AND INSTITUTIONS
IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Leadership gets a lot of attention in discussions of
economic development, at least in Indian country.
It is not uncommon to hear a tribal member, frus-
trated by the repeated banging of the head against
the wall that constitutes so much of the develop-
ment experience on some reservations, exclaim that
"what we need is a real good leader!" or words to
that effect.

This is understandable. The history of many
Indian nations often is communicated as a history of
leadership; figures such as Sitting Bull, Crazy
Horse, Cochise, and numerous others loom large in
the history of the first peoples of this land and typi-
cally are credited with nation-shaping or nation-
saving deeds. It is hardly surprising that often des-
perately poor Indian nations might look to some as-
yet-unidentified leaders to come up with the answers
they have sought for so long. But the concern with
leadership fits mainstream American culture as well,
with its individualist ethos and its colloquial "great
man" interpretations of history. We're good at cele-
brating leadership, better yet at criticizing it, and
often in search of it, and the rural development arena
is no exception. Numerous commentaries and stud-
ies treat leadership as a critical element in the devel-
opment puzzle, and are concerned about where
leadership will come from (Shively 1997), whether
it will be up to the challenge (Chiras and Herman
1997), or how to prepare it for the tasks at hand
(Murray and Dunn 1996).

Unfortunately, we are not as good at saying just
what leadership is or what it does. As Ronald
Hustedde pointed out nearly a decade ago in a dis-
cussion of leadership and rural development, it is
difficult enough to define leadership, "and even
more difficult to practice it or teach it" (1991,
p. 111). One of the things I hope to explore in this
paper is what leadership concretely contributes to
economic development.

Institutions are easier to think about because so
much thinking has already been done. While there
are plenty of big questions that remain to be
answered about institutions, it is now well estab-
lished that they are a critical, determining factor in
the economic fortunes of human societies. From
studies of both historical and contemporary eco-
nomic growth across nations (Barro 1991; Egnal
1996; Knack and Keefer 1995; North 1990) to
studies of international investment (La Porta et al.
1997, 1998), from studies of how communities can
successfully manage common-property irrigation
systems (Ostrom 1992) to the study of Chinese col-
lective agriculture (Oberschall 1990), there has
been a convergence in much of social science
around the theme that institutions—the authoritative rules societies put in place to organize individual and collective behavior—determine much of the ability of human societies at all levels to act effectively in pursuit of their purposes, including economic purposes (DiMaggio and Powell 1991). They matter through their relative capacity or incapacity for organizing cooperation, resolving conflicts, guiding action into productive channels, reducing free-riding by societal members and, more generally, getting things done.

Institutions have received a good deal of attention in the rural development literature in the United States as well, although at times the concern appears to be largely with the organization of development efforts—for example, with intergovernmental relationships, changing power distributions between national and local levels of government, or policy concentrations on certain sectors such as agriculture (Galston and Baehler 1995; Radin et al. 1996; Murray and Dunn 1996)—paying relatively little attention to the issue of how institutional structures shape behavior, including the behavior of investors. Part of my purpose in this paper is to point to some of the other institutional issues that rural developers face. But first: the Indian case.

THE INDIAN RESERVATION DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT

Let’s look for a minute at Indian country, a term of convenience that—if we depart slightly from its precise legal meaning—can be used to embrace both Indian reservations and other predominantly indigenous communities, such as Alaska Native villages, in the United States. First of all, it is hugely diverse. Just as the term “rural America” suggests a largely fictional commonality among rural places, so the term “Indian country” suggests a consistency among Indian places that is only partially the case. The full set of Indian reservations ranges from the Gila River Indian Community on the outskirts of Phoenix to the Pine Ridge Sioux Reservation in a rural region of South Dakota. Indian country includes tiny California rancherias with populations of under 100 and the Navajo Reservation with a population of close to 200,000. Natural resource endowments, social conditions, demographics, and cultural practices all vary enormously across Indian country. One of the important things these diverse places have in common, however, is a distinctive relationship with the federal government and with the United States that both constrains them—sometimes severely—in ways other communities in the country do not experience and, on occasion, offers them opportunities that other communities do not have.

The vast majority of them also share both a 20th century history and a 21st century present of poverty. We all know that, in recent decades, rural America as a whole has tended to lag behind the rest of the country economically, with generally higher rates of unemployment, lower wages, lower household income, and higher rates of poverty (Agriculture Fact Book 98; Murray and Dunn 1996; Radin et al. 1996). As we also know, this aggregate picture hides massive variation, from bright spots where economic development is vigorous and appears sustainable to areas where little is happening economically and little seems likely to happen any time soon (Fitchin 1991).

The Gila River Indian Community, on the outskirts of Phoenix, to the Pine Ridge Sioux Reservation in a rural region of South Dakota. Indian country includes tiny California rancherias with populations of under 100 and the Navajo Reservation with a population of close to 200,000. Natural resource endowments, social conditions, demographics, and cultural practices all vary enormously across Indian country. One of the important things these diverse places have in common, however, is a distinctive relationship with the federal government and with the United States that both constrains them—sometimes severely—in ways other communities in the country do not experience and, on occasion, offers them opportunities that other communities do not have.

The vast majority of them also share both a 20th century history and a 21st century present of poverty. We all know that, in recent decades, rural America as a whole has tended to lag behind the rest of the country economically, with generally higher rates of unemployment, lower wages, lower household income, and higher rates of poverty (Agriculture Fact Book 98; Murray and Dunn 1996; Radin et al. 1996). As we also know, this aggregate picture hides massive variation, from bright spots where economic development is vigorous and appears sustainable to areas where little is happening economically and little seems likely to happen any time soon (Fitchin 1991).

Most Indian reservations are part of rural America and fit this overall picture. They, too, lag behind the rest of the country on major economic indicators, and they, too, are various. But the degree to which they lag behind the rest of the country is dramatic: the aggregate pattern is far worse than it is for rural America as a whole.

By way of illustration: For administrative purposes, the federal Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) divides the United States into a number of “administrative areas.” Table 1 shows aggregate unemploy-
ment figures by Bureau of Indian Affairs administrative areas in 1997, the most recent year for which I have such data. These figures are for BIA service populations, which include persons resident "on or near" reservations who are eligible to use that particular tribe’s BIA-funded services. In other words, these figures include most of the tribal membership that is resident on or near those reservations that fall within each area.

Table 1
UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS (BIA) AREA, 1997

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIA area</th>
<th>Unemployed as percent of labor force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aberdeen</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albuquerque</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anadarko</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billings</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juneau</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskogee</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navajo</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: BIA labor force and unemployment estimates are given by reservation and aggregated by administrative area. Figures are self-reported by tribes and, given tribes’ variable resources and capacities to gather such data and the inherent difficulty of gathering labor force data in large rural areas, are difficult to evaluate and should be used with caution. They nonetheless are useful indicators of the general state of reservation economies.

Source: Bureau of Indian Affairs 1997.

Clearly the overall picture is grim. In the Aberdeen and Billings areas, more than two-thirds
of the reservation labor force is unemployed, and even in the area with the lowest aggregate unemployment—Albuquerque—the percentage is still approaching one third. There is no reason to believe that in the last couple of years these numbers have significantly changed.

This is only one indicator; we could review others. For present purposes, suffice it to say that the unemployment indicator is hardly anomalous: taken as a whole, Indian reservations are much poorer not only than metropolitan America but than the rest of rural America as well. And they not only show high indicators of poverty; they also show high indices of many of the social problems that we normally associate with entrenched poverty: ill health, poor housing, crime, domestic violence, suicide, and so forth.

But the other characteristic of rural America that I’ve already noted is also true of Indian country: there is massive variation from the mean. On the one hand, there are some reservations with astonishingly high unemployment rates. For example, in 1997 unemployment at the Cheyenne River Sioux Reservation in the Dakotas was reported at 80 percent, 77 percent at Rocky Boy’s in Montana, 62 percent at Red Lake Chippewa. On the other hand, the Jicarilla Apaches in New Mexico reported 15 percent unemployment, Cochiti Pueblo reported 7 percent, and the Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians in Michigan reported no unemployment at all in its labor force of 2,200 people (Bureau of Indian Affairs 1997).

This variation is apparent not only in static, snapshot form but also longitudinally. Consider the 1980s. This is an interesting period to consider because it was a time when rural America in general was not doing well. The burst of rural population growth in the 1970s had run its course, returning rural America to the preceding, extended pattern of population loss, while rural poverty rates, after dropping through much of the 1970s, increased in the following decade (Rural Sociological Society 1993). It was a tough decade for Indian country as well, with the percentage of all reservation Indian adults with incomes in excess of the poverty rate falling, if not by much. But the variation was substantial. Table 2 shows changes in the percentage of adults with incomes in excess of BIA-determined poverty levels in the period from 1977 to 1989 for ten Indian reservations, chosen to illustrate the range.

The overall picture, then, conveys a compelling message: Indian country is poor, and often desperately so. But the variation within that picture likewise conveys a message. It is not uniformly poor, and the range of variation is high. To the social scientist, here is where the interest lies. The variation suggests that there’s a story here, and perhaps an instructive one.

Some Stories

In fact, there is more than a single story here; there is a set of stories. Here are a few of them.

The Citizen Potawatomi Nation of Oklahoma is one of the striking success stories in Indian country today. In the mid-1970s, according to its current chairman, John Barrett, this tribe had $550 in the bank, high unemployment among tribal members, and no recent history of successful economic development. Twenty-five years later, as we enter the 21st century, the tribe owns the First National Bank of Shawnee, Oklahoma, as well as a number of retail and media enterprises in the region. It is a major regional employer that provides jobs not only for its own membership but for nonmembers as well. The most recent data I have, for 1997, show an unemployment rate of 10 percent—high enough, but dramatically lower than the average for Indian reservations. In 1997, only 16 percent of tribal members holding Potawatomi jobs were employed in the government sector (Bureau of Indian Affairs 1997). This is one of the lowest figures in the country for
In the 1960s, the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians—located in a poor region of eastern Mississippi and lacking significant natural resources or market access—was mired in poverty. Unemployment was close to 30 percent and less than half of Choctaw families were earning at least $1,000 a year. A third of adult Choctaws had no formal education; fewer than 10 percent had finished high school. The better educated members—particularly men—were steadily leaving the reservation for better economic opportunities elsewhere (Ferrara 1998). Today, the tribe has created more than 6,000 on-reservation jobs. Only a quarter of them are in tribal government; the rest are in productive enter-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reservation</th>
<th>Percent change in income, 1977-89</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flathead (MT)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft. Apache (AZ)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochiti Pueblo (NM)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mescalero (NM)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muckleshoot (WA)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine Ridge (SD)</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Carlos (AZ)</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosebud (SD)</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakama (WA)</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Cheyenne (MT)</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All reservations</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Change in income refers to the change in the percentage of adults with incomes in excess of BIA-determined poverty levels ($5,000 in 1977; $7,000 in 1989).

Source: Bureau of Indian Affairs 1989.
prise, from manufacturing to service industries. The Choctaws have become the largest employer in east central Mississippi and one of the ten largest in the state. Every day, thousands of Mississippians—black and white—drive onto the Choctaw reservation to take jobs in Choctaw-owned and -operated businesses. Over the last decade, incomes in the Choctaw region of Mississippi have been rising faster than the state average, and unemployment has fallen to just over half the state average, thanks in large measure to Choctaw-led economic development. Importantly, the tribe has put together this impressive development record while maintaining a high degree of Choctaw language retention, even among young tribal members, and a continuing engagement with traditional cultural practices (Ferrara 1998; NCAI 1998, p. 8; U.S. Bureau of the Census 1993).

During the 1980s, as reservation economic conditions in general were deteriorating across Indian country, the White Mountain Apache Tribe in Arizona was a successful operator of nine tribally owned enterprises, including a ski resort, a trophy elk hunt, an aerospace manufacturing enterprise, and a major forest and sawmill operation. Their timber enterprise was among the most productive in the western United States, regularly outperforming Weyerhaeuser and other private operators, and they were managing their huge ponderosa pine forest for sustained multiple use. The tribe had become one of the economic anchors of east central Arizona. Its ski resort was filling motels in non-Indian towns during the previously slow winter months, and local chambers of commerce, when considering the economic future of the region, were looking to the Apaches as critical partners in planning and development. This is a striking turnaround in Indian-white relations in that part of Arizona, known for its history of violent conflict.3

These stories are striking, but they are by no means the only ones of their kind in Indian country. A significant number of tribes have broken away from the long-standing pattern of reservation poverty, building productive and sustainable economies in the process. This phenomenon became especially notable in the 1980s, a decade in which federal support for Indian country was declining and unemployment among all reservation Indians rose (Bureau of Indian Affairs 1989). Among others, the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Reservation in Montana, the Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation in Oregon, the Muckleshoots in Washington, and both Cochiti Pueblo and the Mescalero Apaches in New Mexico showed significant economic improvements during that decade (Cornell and Kalt 1992, p. 4). Only in the Muckleshoot case was gaming a major factor in economic growth in this period. And the trend has continued. In the 1990s, tribes such as the Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians in Michigan, the Eastern Cherokees in North Carolina, the Gila River Indian Community in Arizona, and others have stepped aboard the development train.

To be sure, these stories do not constitute a majority of Indian nations—not by a long shot—but there are enough of them for us to talk seriously about a major change under way in Indian country: a significant group of Indian nations has broken away from the prevailing pattern of relentless poverty and hopelessness and is writing a new, dramatic, and hopeful chapter in rural economic development.

How might we account for these exceptions to the overall pattern?

A RESEARCH ENTERPRISE

A dozen years ago, an economist named Joseph Kalt and I decided to try to find out. We were at Harvard University, where Joe still teaches, and we shared some interests in the political economy of Indian country. We were aware that something was afoot out there: things were changing. Some of the
stories I’ve just related hadn’t been written yet—they were under way—but there was growing evidence of this breakaway pattern. We wanted to find out what was going on. How could we account for it? Why were some Indian nations “better,” so to speak, at economic development than others were, and were the differences transferable?

This was an interesting question for obvious reasons but in part because some of our top-of-the-head answers didn’t seem to fit the economic development evidence. In the 1980s a lot of common development wisdom assumed that those nations with good natural resources or good market access would be successful developers. But the Mississippi Choctaws, with very little in the way of natural resources and poor market access, were putting on a scintillating development performance, while the Crow Tribe of Montana, with perhaps the most lavish set of natural resources of any tribe in the country and crossed by a major interstate highway, was locked in the development doldrums.

Another assumption was that better education would lead to better development. But some of the most impressive development stories from the 1980s were being written by tribes with educational achievement below the reservation mean, including the White Mountain Apache Tribe in Arizona and the Mississippi Choctaws.

Another idea was that access to financial capital was a key element in getting development under way. But the tribes we were looking at seemed to say something else: what was important about them was that they appeared to be capable of attracting capital, not that they started out with it. Capital was clearly important, but something else preceded capital availability and facilitated access to dollars. Other tribes had difficulty persuading investors to invest, but these had solved the problem.

So we were intrigued. We started a research enterprise called the Harvard Project on American Indian Economic Development to see if we could find some answers. We used three research strategies: (1) systematic comparison of economic development policies and outcomes in a field sample of a dozen or so Indian nations, (2) statistical analysis of such data as we could assemble on the 70 largest tribes in the country, and (3) pro bono consulting projects carried out by graduate students on tribe-specific policy issues identified as critical by various Indian nations.

FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

A number of results have emerged from this research. The following summary is not intended as comprehensive, although it includes much of what we’ve learned. Its purpose instead is to organize our findings in terms that seem applicable to other rural development situations. Some may confirm things that are strongly suspected—perhaps even well established—for rural America. Some may be new. But these are the ones that strike me, with limited knowledge beyond the Indian case, as helpful.

(1) Local control matters

In the Indian case, the issue is sovereignty: the right of Indian nations to control their own strategic decisions, resources, internal affairs, relationships with other sovereigns, and so forth—in short, to govern themselves. This is a matter, at one and the same time, of law (the legal right to self-rule), of policy (active federal support of that right), and of practice (tribal assertions of self-rule). After a dozen years of work on this topic, Harvard project researchers have been unable to find a single case of an Indian nation demonstrating sustained, positive economic performance in which somebody other than the Indian nation itself is making the major decisions about resource allocations, development strategy, and related matters.
This is supported by all of the cases I’ve outlined above. For example, the economic turnaround for the White Mountain Apache Tribe began when the tribe put itself in the driver’s seat in reservation affairs. After years of federal control of tribal decision making, in the 1960s the Apaches moved aggressively to shift the federal government from a decision-making role to a resource role. As the tribe began to make its own decisions, assemble strategic plans that reflected its own priorities, and take responsibility for its own actions, its economic performance began—and continued—to improve.

In the case of rural economic development more generally, the issue is devolution: shifting decision-making power downward in the governance structure from federal and even state levels to regional and local levels. This is a major theme of the Integrated Rural Development and “new governance” paradigms (Murray and Dunn 1996; Radin et al. 1996), and it finds strong support from the Indian experience. The research evidence from Indian country, in fact, is unequivocal: the chances of sustained economic development decline rapidly the further decision-making moves from the community whose future is at stake.

The reasons for the importance of local control are several, not least the fact that local decision making puts the development agenda in local hands. David Lester, Executive Director of the Council of Energy Resource Tribes, once said that “economic development is about becoming what you want to be.” The corollary is that it is not about becoming what others want you to be. If so, then control over the development agenda is a crucial element in successful economic development.

But perhaps the most important reason for local control is simply the link between decisions and their consequences. Outsiders seldom bear the consequences of their decisions about the economic future of a community, and consequently there is little in the way of a dependable—i.e., disciplined—learning curve producing better decisions over time. When decisions move into the hands of those whose future is at stake, the decision makers themselves begin to bear the consequences of their decisions, reaping the rewards of good decisions and paying the price of bad ones. The result is that, over time, the quality of the decisions improves. This certainly has been the experience in Native America; there is little reason to believe it would not be the same elsewhere.

The local control finding has implications of its own, likewise supported by Indian country evidence. It is the reason why, other things equal, block grants make more sense than project funding; why the appropriate role for federal agencies in local development is not a decision-making role but a resource one; and why local-level capacity building is so important.

(2) Institutions matter

Devolving decision-making power to local communities has another implication, one that emerges clearly from the Indian development experience. Decision-making power that is not backed up by effective institutions of governance is unlikely to lead to sustained economic development. In other words, institutions matter, and in Indian country, they matter a great deal. The second finding that has emerged from this research is that sovereignty—local control—that is not backed up with effective institutions of governance is unlikely to yield sustainable economic development.

This is evident in the cases I’ve already discussed. John Barrett, chairman of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation, claims that the key to economic transformation in the Potawatomi case was reform in tribal governing institutions. Barrett tells how, in the 1970s, as a new member of the tribal council, he tried to persuade non-Indian businesses to relocate to poor Potawatomi communities. They were interested, he says, but they kept asking difficult ques-
tions. Do you have a legal code? Do you have a tribal court? What happens if I have a dispute with the tribe over how I do business? Will I be treated fairly in that court? What happens to my relationship with the tribe when there’s a change in tribal administration? Will my investment be secure? And so forth.

Barrett returned to the tribal council with sobering news: we have got to reform our institutions if we’re going to attract investment. It took a while, but eventually the tribe put in place the kinds of institutions that communicated to investors that the Citizen Potawatomi Nation was a safe and attractive place to invest. The result has been a transformation in tribal economic and social fortunes. More than 20 years after those early efforts, Barrett is crystal clear on what the lesson is: “If you’re not talking about constitutional reform,” he says, “you’re not in the economic development ballgame.”

A number of factors joined together to produce the Mississippi Choctaw success story, among them skilled, assertive, and creative leadership; smart recruitment of potential investors; the tribe’s vigorous and long-term focus on education, including tribal takeover of numerous educational services, leading to a much more educated and skilled labor force; and an insistence on tribal determination of strategic priorities and tribal control of reservation affairs. Also involved: political reorganization. The tribe undertook constitutional reform in the 1970s, leading to separations of powers, and made a major effort to professionalize and streamline the tribal bureaucracy. In essence, the Choctaws made themselves the most attractive place to invest in the region, with the result that not only have joint venture partners and other investors brought money and jobs onto the reservation, but tribal members are returning to the reservation in significant numbers.

“Institutions,” writes Douglass North, who has contributed a great deal to our thinking on the topic, “are the rules of the game in a society or, more formally, are the humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction” (1990, p. 3). Effective institutions reduce uncertainty and bring stability into human relationships. Whether it’s a commercial code, an independent court system, a reliable structure of governmental decision making, or a dependable system for implementing the decisions government makes, institutions make sustained, productive economic activity possible.

Our research suggests that, in Indian country at least, the institutional foundation of successful economic development is characterized by at least four elements. The first is stability in the rules themselves so that potential investors know the rules of the game won’t change with changing administrations or local conditions. The second is depoliticizing day-to-day business decisions. Restricting political decision making to strategic issues while putting day-to-day business decisions in the hands of professionals separates constituent service to voters from fiduciary service to shareholders, thus increasing the chances of profitability. The third is depoliticizing dispute resolution. Indian nations that are able to establish genuinely independent, strong courts or other dispute resolution mechanisms do significantly better, other things equal, than those that have no such mechanisms. Our evidence shows that the depoliticization of dispute resolution has bottom-line effects on reservation unemployment. The fourth element is bureaucratic structures and procedures that can get things done predictably and reliably.

Why are institutions so important? Institutions send a message to potential investors. If the message is positive (stability, depoliticized business management and dispute resolution, procedural reliability, etc.), the chances of investment rise. If the message is negative (the reverse of the above parenthetical), the chances of investment fall. And I should empha-
size that I intend here a broadly inclusive meaning of the term “investors,” embracing not only those with dollars but those with ideas, energy, time, or any other resource that can be an asset to development. Thus, local residents of only average means are as much potential investors in the future of their communities as anyone else is. Importantly, they are likely to make investment decisions on much the same basis as outsiders or as those with substantial financial means: where is my investment—of time, energy, ideas, or money—likely to be most productive and secure?

Institutions represent, in effect, a major part of the community’s answer to that question, and therefore are one of the central pivots on which development turns. Furthermore, the significance of effective local institutions of governance rises dramatically as local control rises. Devolution puts a premium on local institutional efficacy; without it, devolution simply leads to increased uncertainty for investors, who are asked to leave a realm of relative predictability (national institutions) to work in the unknown.

(3) Strategic thinking matters

Indian country has seldom been characterized by strategic thinking. There are good reasons for this. If political and economic control lies largely in the hands of outsiders, what’s the point of strategic thinking? Without the resources and powers necessary to implement a thought-through development strategy, why spend the time coming up with one?

Another reason is the often desperate economic and social conditions of many Indian reservations. Such conditions place enormous pressures on elected tribal leadership to “get something going.” The “something” can be almost anything, as long as it produces jobs. Faced with typically short terms of office, frequent political turnover, and an endless stream of petitioners looking for relief, tribal leaders tend to look for quick fixes for development problems. The development strategy, in effect, becomes band-aids and firefighting. It pursues whatever can be funded, typically via federal grants; pays less attention to sustaining businesses than to starting them; and puts a premium on hitting home runs instead of building economies incrementally. It also pays little attention to long-term goals, priorities, or concerns.

The alternative is strategic thinking: a systematic examination not only of assets and opportunities but of priorities and concerns. What kind of society do we hope to build? What do we want to change? What do we want to preserve or protect? What kinds of prices are we willing to pay for development, and what kinds of prices are we unwilling to pay? For example, many Indian nations vigorously pursue development options but are wary of those that might involve net losses in political sovereignty. Their strategic thinking has to take that into account. Others are concerned about environmental impacts, about significant increases in the numbers of nonmembers present on the reservation, about levels of indebtedness, and other issues. Unless such considerations are thought through, decision making occurs in a strategic vacuum, simply reacting to the pressures of the moment, the mood of the voters, the funding decisions made thousands of miles away by people with divergent interests and limited local knowledge.

A strategic approach to development involves a shift from reactive thinking to proactive thinking (focusing not only on circumstances but also on what we want to create); from short-term thinking to long-term thinking (looking not for quick fixes but for strategic development trajectories); from opportunistic thinking toward systemic thinking (asking not what can be funded but what fits our conception of our community); from a narrow problem focus to a broader societal focus (thinking not simply in terms of jobs and income but of the development of the community as a whole). Obviously communities have to deal with the hard real-
ITIES OF OPPORTUNITIES AND ASSETS AS WELL; NOT ALL STRATEGIC VISIONS CAN BE ACHIEVED. BUT THIS IS NOT MERELY A VISIONARY EXERCISE, PRODUCING LITTLE MORE THAN CEREBRAL POPCORN (TASTES GREAT DURING THE MEETING BUT DOESN’T LAST LONG). INSTEAD, IT PRODUCES A SET OF CONCRETE CRITERIA BY WHICH DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS AND CHOICES AMONG OPTIONS CAN BE MADE.

WHICH IS NOT TO SAY THAT COMMUNITIES SHOULD NOT BE OPPORTUNISTIC—IT’S TO SAY THAT OPPORTUNISM ALONE IS A LIMITED STRATEGY. THE LARGER PICTURE MATTERS. FOR EXAMPLE, THE GRAND TRAVERSE BAND OF OTTAWA AND CHIPPEWA INDIANS IN MICHIGAN—ONE OF THE MORE SUCCESSFUL TRIBES IN THE COUNTRY—TOOK ADVANTAGE OF THE 1988 INDIAN GAMING REGULATORY ACT TO OPEN A CASINO: CERTAINLY AN OPPORTUNISTIC MOVE. BUT WHAT IS INTERESTING ABOUT THE TRIBE’S INITIATIVE IS THE STRATEGIC CONTEXT WITHIN WHICH THEY CONSCIOUSLY ACTED. WHEN I ASKED THEM IN THE EARLY 1990S IF THEY HAD AN OVERALL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY, THEIR RESPONSE WAS IMMEDIATE: TO USE GAMING REVENUES TO BUILD AN ECONOMY THAT COULD SURVIVE THE END OF GAMING REVENUES. THIS WAS NOT ALL THERE WAS TO IT—THE TRIBE ALSO HAD A SENSE OF WHAT KINDS OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES IT WANTED TO ENTER AND COULD REALISTICALLY CONSIDER; A SENSE OF PRIORITIES REGARDING LINKS BETWEEN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER COMMUNITY ISSUES; AND A THOUGHTFUL LIST OF CONCERNS THAT IT NEEDED TO BEAR IN MIND AS IT MOVED FORWARD. THE POINT IS THAT ITS MOVE INTO GAMING WAS NEITHER CONCEIVED INDEPENDENTLY NOR FUNCTIONED SEPARATELY FROM A LARGER CONCEPTION OF WHAT THE TRIBE WAS TRYING TO DO, AND WHERE THE POTENTIAL DANGERS LAY. IN THIS CASE, THERE WAS THE POTENTIAL FEDERAL PROHIBITION OF CASINO GAMING ON THE ONE HAND, LEADING TO A SHUTDOWN, AND THE POTENTIAL LOOSENING OF STATE-IMPOSED GAMING CONSTRAINTS ON THE OTHER, LEADING TO INCREASED COMPETITION WITH NON-INDIAN ENTITIES. THE TRIBE’S DEVELOPMENT THINKING TOOK BOTH POSSIBILITIES INTO ACCOUNT, AND PLANNED ACCORDINGLY. THE FACT THAT THE TRIBE WENT INTO GAMING IS UNIMPORTANT TO THE PRESENT DISCUSSION. THE POINT IS NOT TO PURSUE ANY PARTICULAR STRATEGY; IT IS TO THINK STRATEGICALLY.

(4) LEADERSHIP MATTERS

IN CASE AFTER CASE ACROSS INDIAN COUNTRY, WE HAVE SEEN LEADERSHIP PLAYING A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, BUT THAT ROLE IS NOT EVERYWHERE THE SAME, AND LEADERSHIP SOMETIMES LOOKS VERY DIFFERENT FROM ONE RESERVATION TO ANOTHER. FOR EXAMPLE, THE WESTERN APACHE PEOPLES HAVE A LONG TRADITION OF STRONG, CHARISMATIC LEADERSHIP EMBODIED IN SINGLE INDIVIDUALS. THEIR INDIGENOUS GOVERNING STRUCTURES—THE WAYS THEY GOVERNED THEMSELVES UNDER CONDITIONS OF FREEDOM—REFLECTED THAT. THEY WERE RELATIVELY SIMPLE STRUCTURES THAT PUT A GREAT DEAL OF POWER IN THE HANDS OF SINGLE EXECUTIVES. THE LEGISLATURE OR COUNCIL WAS RELATIVELY WEAK, AND THERE WAS NO PROVISION FOR AN INDEPENDENT JUDICIAL SYSTEM; DISPUTE RESOLUTION RESTED LARGELY IN THE HANDS OF THE LEADER.

THE LAKOTA PEOPLES OF THE NORTHERN PLAINS GovernED THEMSELVES VERY DIFFERENTLY. THEY SELDOM CONCENTRATED POWER IN THE HANDS OF A SINGLE PERSON ON MORE THAN A TEMPORARY OR TASK-SPECIFIC BASIS. THEIR EXECUTIVES SERVED AT THEpleasure of a relatively powerful council—it was in essence a parliamentary system. There was a strong and politically independent judicial and law enforcement arm in the akicita or warrior societies, who were charged with making sure that the executives observed the law along with everyone else.

LEADERSHIP IN THESE CASES LOOKED VERY DIFFERENT. THE TRADITIONAL APACHE LEADER WAS SOMETHING OF AN AUTOCRAT, WHILE THE LAKOTA LEADER HAD TO BE A CONSENSUS BUILDER (CORNELL AND KALT 1995). LEADERSHIP, ACCORDING TO THESE EXAMPLES AT LEAST, IS NOT A ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL PROPOSITION.

THESE TRADITIONS CONTINUE TO FIND SUPPORT IN APACHE AND LAKOTA COMMUNITIES TODAY. THE APACHES HAVE A CONTEMPORARY HISTORY OF STRONG CHIEF EXECUTIVES WHO SERVE FOR LONG PERIODS AND EXERCISE ENORMOUS INFLUENCE IN RESERVATION AFFAIRS. THE LAKOTA, ON THE OTHER HAND, HAVE BEEN STUCK WITH A SET OF CONTEMPORARY GOVERNING INSTITUTIONS—
designed and imposed by outsiders—that are at significant odds with indigenous ideas about how authority ought to be organized and exercised. The current system is a strong chief executive system with weak legislative and judicial branches—nothing like traditional Lakota government—and the survival of Lakota tradition is apparent in its lack of legitimacy among tribal members. They do not feel it is their government, and it has difficulty mobilizing their energies for development or very much else.

Part of the problem this points to is institutional design: governing institutions need to have legitimacy if they are going to produce results. One way to establish legitimacy is to pay attention in the design of those institutions to what constituents believe is appropriate. But the other part of it has to do with leadership: leaders need legitimacy, too, or they will find themselves without any followers. Over the last 50 years, almost no chief executive has ever been re-elected on the Pine Ridge Sioux reservation in South Dakota, home to the Oglala Lakota people. On the White Mountain Apache Reservation in Arizona, one individual has served as tribal chairman for more than 20 of the last 30 years. Institutions and leadership work arm in arm.

But what do legitimate and effective leaders actually do in the economic development puzzle? Our evidence suggests several things. They are precipitators. Over and over again, in tracing the history of the more economically successful Indian nations, we have run into accounts of times when some individual or small group of persons said, in effect, “Enough! We’re not doing things this way anymore!” This is what happened when the White Mountain Apache Tribe forced the federal government to relinquish the primary decision-making role on their reservation. It is what happened when the Mississippi Choctaws turned their attention to the reform of political institutions. And it is happening more and more frequently around Indian country today as a new generation of leaders turns its attention to escaping dependency on federal dollars and the constraints that dependency always brings with it.

In short, development frequently requires new kinds of behavior and new kinds of actions. Breaking with past habits or established ways of doing business often requires an innovator or a set of innovators willing to stick their necks out and do things differently. This is not intended to be a “great man” theory of history, but merely to recognize that new circumstances often demand new responses, and somebody has to start.

They are interpreters. In the 1980s, as bingo began to make its way into Indian country, the Mississippi Choctaws decided not to participate. There was no significant history of games of chance in Choctaw society and most Choctaws did not view gaming as an appropriate economic development strategy. Then, in 1988, Congress passed the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act. Throughout Indian country, gaming became not only a matter of economics but a matter of politics: entering the gaming industry became a demonstration of tribal sovereignty. Philip Martin, Chairman of the Mississippi Choctaw Tribe, presented it to his people in those terms and the attitude toward gaming changed. Today the Choctaw nation is a successful gaming tribe.

Leaders interpret circumstances, events, and opportunities to their people. The interpretations they make can have significant impacts on what communities are or are not willing to do.

They are conduits for information. When John Barrett of the Citizen Potawatomi Tribe discovered that investors wanted to see major institutional changes before they would bet on the Potawatomi future, he brought that information back to the nation. The information constituted a new perspective on economic development, one that put political institutions at the heart of the development process. In fact, Barrett was playing three leadership roles at
once: bringing new and important information to the tribe, interpreting rejection by investors not as anti-Potawatomi but as anti-instability and risk, and precipitating action by demanding change, by making clear that the tribe could not continue to act in the same old ways and expect to be economically successful.

They make themselves dispensable. We have worked with one tribe that has a long tradition of strong leaders and has been governed by one or two powerful individuals for the last couple of decades. Unfortunately, it also has a long history of underdeveloped governing institutions. Given that fact, the tribe has been lucky that the individuals who have led it have tended to be honest and capable. Eventually, however, the tribe chose a leader who attempted to turn the office to his own advantage. The problem the tribe faced was twofold: it had set up no institutional structures—rules, procedures, a court capable of enforcing them—that could protect the tribe from corrupt or incompetent leadership. And few other people had leadership experience and could step into the breach.

The most effective leaders, over the long haul, are those that (1) encourage leadership on the part of others, and (2) build governing institutions that are not themselves dependent on good leadership. In doing these two things, they make themselves dispensable, empower their communities, and make successful development more likely.

CONCLUSION

In reviewing our findings from Indian country, I have focused on four things: local control, effective institutions, strategic thinking, and leadership. But in fact, these are interrelated. Good governing institutions, for example, make local control effective; without them, it is toothless. And leadership is often what it takes if a community is to move from band-aids and firefighting to a strategic vision and plan of action.

How do you enhance both? As far as institutions are concerned, I have tried to make clear at least some of what distinguishes “good” or effective institutions from “bad” or ineffective ones. What we need is models to work with: institutional structures that work and clear indications of which ones work best in what sorts of community circumstances. This is in part a research task: we need systematic, comparative analysis that explores the three-way fit between communities, institutional structures, and circumstantial demands.

Leadership, as always, is harder to get a grip on. The fundamental task, I think, is educational. Leadership may be difficult to teach as an art, and it may be dependent to some degree on intangible qualities that some people have and some do not. But surely it can be taught as understanding and technique. Those who understand the critical role of institutions in economic development, for example, are more likely to take the lead in creating and defending them.

Having said all of this, however, I have to return to the disclaimer with which I began: my limited expertise prevents me from knowing just what, in all of it, might be most useful to the participants in this conference. Are our findings relevant? Or is the Indian country context too distinctive to produce transferable lessons?

Certainly the differences are substantial. Some are legal: Indian nations both enjoy a degree of sovereignty that not all other rural communities share and suffer from a degree of external political control that few other rural communities experience. Some are strategic: In their development decisions, most Indian nations attach a far higher degree of importance than other rural communities do to the maintenance and maximization of political autonomy and the protection of long-standing cultural practices and resources. Some are cultural: Language, kinship relations, some patterns of land use, collective identity, and other cultural differences can complicate the
development task. And some are historical: The embittering legacy of colonization, catastrophic violence, comprehensive land and resource loss, lethal attacks on indigenous culture, and rampant federal paternalism is itself a developmental obstacle that Indian nations struggle daily to overcome.

But there are similarities as well. For the most part, Indian nations in the United States are small, rural communities. Many of them, like other rural communities, have economic histories of massive, externally controlled resource extraction. They, too, have experienced significant demographic losses in the latter half of the 20th century, especially among the talented young. Like others, they face the uncertain impacts of a rapidly changing, global, technologically sophisticated economy. And like other parts of rural America, they are searching for the secrets of a particular kind of success: How do you create an increased measure of prosperity that does not, in the process of its achievement, destroy what you most value in your land, your community, and your way of life? The fact that some of them seem to have found those secrets is enough to suggest that we pay attention to what they’ve done.
In February 1998, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that lands held by Native entities under the terms of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) are not "Indian country." This in effect prevents Alaska tribes from exercising over ANCSA lands certain powers commonly exercised on reservation lands by Indian nations in the lower 48 states. See Alaska v. Native Village of Venetie Tribal Government, 118 S. Ct. 948 (1998). For discussion of the implications of this decision for Native peoples in Alaska, see Kendall-Miller 1998. On the legal meaning of the term "Indian country," see Pevar 1992.

The long-term trend, however, is unclear. As Nelson and Beyers (1998) note, the first half of the 1990s showed significant population growth in much of the rural West, including some relatively remote regions, with income and employment sometimes rising quite dramatically as well. For some discussion of the White Mountain Apache case, see Cornell and Kalt 1995.
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This is the familiar principal-agent phenomenon in political economy. For discussion of the issue in one Indian development sector, see Krepps and Caves 1994; more generally, see Jensen and Meckling 1976.

Indeed, the Indian findings on local control—or what in the Indian case amounts to self-rule—are hardly anomalous. For interesting national-level examples from Eastern Europe, see Roma-Tai 1998, and Stark 1996.

This story is drawn largely from John Barrett's speeches at the conference on "Building American Indian Nations for the 21st Century," Tucson, Arizona, November 12, 1999. The quotation is from my telephone conversation with Barrett, August 1999.

This account draws on my field notes from visits to the Grand Traverse Band in the early 1990s and from subsequent conversations with tribal leaders.

The remainder of this section draws on Begay, Cornell, and Jorgensen, forthcoming.


Mr. Meeker: We have time for one question, and then we’ll take a break.

Joe Dudick, Rural Communities, Inc.: I have a question really for the panel. That is, how do we reestablish the ruling class, if you want to call it that, when the factor that killed off the ruling class is probably not going to change, and let me explain what I mean by that. When I was a kid growing up in a small rural community not too many years ago, we had three locally owned banks. The men that controlled the economic destiny lived in the community. We had a number of small, I’ll call them “old economy” industries, manufacturing and that sort of thing, locally owned that created good family-sustaining jobs. This was before the age of the big box stores, so Main Street was loaded with lots of locally owned shops and businesses. These were the people that served on the library board and the school board that really set the agenda and had the vision for that community. People traveled to places, so they brought back ideas. They contributed money to, and helped raise money for, all of the things that were needed to keep that community viable. What’s happened over the past quarter century across rural America, as a result of economic consolidation and globalization, is that those businesses, those banks, those stores, those manufacturing plants have either gone out of business because they couldn’t compete or they’ve been bought up by somebody somewhere else, as was mentioned here, so those decisions as to that entity are now made by somebody in New York, or Zurich, or God knows where, with no commitment to that place. We’re not going to turn the tide back on consolidation of the economy and globalization. In that regard, how can we reestablish that ruling class in rural communities across rural America?

Mr. Meeker: I’ll let Steve respond to this and we’ll have panel discussion later on.

Mr. Cornell: Well, it’s bad to argue by anecdote, but as you were talking I was reminded of the story of Solidarity, the union in Poland that eventually ended in the collapse of the Communist Regime there, and it was started by a shipworker who leapt over the fence and yelled to the workers, “Let’s do it differently!” His name was Lech Wałęsa.

For one thing, you mentioned where the ideas come from and so forth. We’ve been hearing about telecommunications and the Internet and so forth. The ideas are now available. We may not be fully wired in rural America, but increasingly, there are no boundaries on ideas. They’re available and what we simply need are people who are willing to act on the basis of those ideas. And I personally think that can come from anywhere. And certainly we’ve seen that in communities where it’s not always who you might have expected who eventually stand up and say, “Look, let’s do things differently, and I’ll get a group of people together and we’ll talk about it, and we’ll go talk to the other folks and make this thing happen.”

I think it’s less a ruling-class notion than simply an idea of where do you find the innovators, and most people have the capacity to innovate. It just
has to be released.

Mr. Meeker: Thank you very much. I think it’s been an outstanding panel. We will break now and come back here sharp at 3:30 to conclude this panel session for the afternoon.